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A Run In With Milly
SCENARIO: Times are tough and you are struggling to make ends meet. With the mortgage due and

little billy needing braces, you are left with no choice but to get a second job, working nights at the local
pizza joint, as a delivery man.
By midnight, on your first night of the job, you are in dire need of a pick-me-up and get yourself a cup of
coffee. You then head out the door with a piping hot cup of coffee in one hand and a freshly cooked
pizza in the other.
As you make your way across the parking lot, you notice the neighborhood thugs closing in on you. Out
from the shadows steps Milly the Prostitute with her two bodyguards. It is as if she bores into your soul
with her bloodshot eyes. Her cracked lips begin to move and her words send a chill up your spine
“Come give us a kiss, cutie”.
The thugs in the distance pull their weapons and Milly’s bodyguards advance. Your vehicle is the
closest means of escape. Fight your way to it and get yourself to safety.
START POSITION: Standing at P1, loaded to division
capacity, holstered. Coffee in your strong hand, pizza balanced
in the palm of your weak hand.

STRINGS:

1

SCORING:

14 rounds min, Vickers

STAGE PROCEDURE: Upon start signal, drop pizza and

TARGETS:

7 threat

throw hot coffee into the face of Milly The Prostitute.
Draw and engage T1 through T4 with two rounds each,
while retreating to vehicle.

SCORED HITS:

Best 2 per target

START-STOP:

Audible - Last shot

RULES:

Current IDPA Rulebook

Engage T5 through T7 with two rounds each, while
seated in the driver’s seat of the vehicle.

CONCEALMENT:

Required
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